Evaluation of homology modeling of HIV protease.
The model of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) protease which was based on the crystal structure of Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) protease has been compared to the recently determined crystal structure of chemically synthesized HIV-1 protease. The overall difference between the model and crystal structure was 1.4 A root mean square (rms) deviation for 86 superimposed C alpha atoms. The position of the flexible flap differs in the model and six residues at the amino terminus were incorrectly placed. With these exceptions, all atoms of the model and crystal structure agree to 2.1 A rms deviation. The conformation of some surface bends in the model agrees less well with the crystal structure. Identical amino acids in RSV and HIV proteases were modeled more reliably than different types of amino acids. The amino acids which form the substrate binding site were modeled most accurately to 1.2 A rms deviation for all atoms compared to the crystal structure. This suggests that functionally significant regions of related proteins can be modeled with high accuracy. The model gave correct predictions for residues making interactions with the substrate, and therefore could be used to design inhibitors. The model based on the RSV protease structure is more similar to the experimental structure than are previous models based on the structures of non-viral aspartic proteases.